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Abstract - This paper will mentioned at the 

character and structure of wireless sensor 

network attacks at different layers of OSI model 

that may be accustomed establish and answer 

such attacks. The numerous intrusion detection 

systems (IDS) are planned to shield WSNs over 

the network traffic. Be that as it may, of these 

frameworks are work in a solitary layer of the 

OSI model and doesn't consider the association 

and coordinated effort between these layers and 

also doesn't the board the system traffic. In this 

manner these frameworks are mainly wasteful in 

WSN. The arranged work of our cross layer 

intrusion detection to detect malicious attack at 

different layer of OSI model and control the 

network traffic over network using wireshark 

tool. The objective of our proposed system is an 

Identifying attack streams and understanding the 

nature of network traffic will be discussed 

through the use of and their operation and 

contribution to fighting malicious network activity 

will be evaluated by Wireshark tool then detect 

and prevent the attack by intrusion detection 

system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A Wireless sensor system is often characterized as a 

system of gadgets that may impart the information 

assembled from an ascertained field through remote 

connections. The knowledge is distributed through 

varied hubs, and with a passage, the knowledge is 

related to totally different systems like remote local 
area network. WSN could be a remote system that 

contains of base stations and quantities of hubs 

(remote sensors). These systems are used to screen 

physical or natural conditions like sound, weight, 

temperature and co-operatively go data through the 

system to a primary space[1]. Sensing element 
arranges that delineate the parcel of security assaults, 

for instance, self-sorting out condition, down and out 

battery power stockpile, restricted information 

transmission support, seized capacities mistreatment 

open remote medium, multi jump traffic causing, and 

reliance on totally different hubs. Security assaults 

are often consigned into 2 sort's for instance dynamic 

and uninvolved assault [2]. Uninvolved assault are 

troublesome to acknowledge and straightforward to 

dam. Dynamic assaults are easy to spot and 

troublesome to show away. 
Intrusion detection system (IDS) could be a piece of 

discovering, analyzing and uncovering a bootleg 

framework [3]. It fine could also be habituated to 

acknowledge sundry varieties of harmful exercises 

that may collaboration the protection and 

notwithstanding obstruction the hubs. IDS are to 

screen clients' exercises and system execution at 

varied layers could be a principle objective in WSNs 

that is known by some bearing is wandered from their 

commonplace mien as a trespasser. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

In this section present the existing techniques are, 

a. Anomaly –based IDS: Anomaly IDS is utilized for 

little estimated WSNs any place couple of center 

point talks with the base station are talked in regards 

to in [4]. It will build up novel ambushes exclusively 

along these lines can't recognize the exceptional 

attacks. It's light-weight in nature however will 

deliver an a great deal of false alerts.  

b. Signature based IDS: Signature IDS is utilized for 

significant measurable WSNs, any place bigger 
security threats and attacks will cut value get ready 

activities. It will't locate the novel ambush along 

these lines can essentially recognize existing attacks 
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[5] so it's need an a great deal of benefits and 

calculations when put alongside oddity based IDS. 

c. Hybrid IDSs: Hybrid IDSs is utilized for 

Brobdingnagian and reasonable WSNs. It will 

recognize novel and for certain comprehended 

ambushes since it's every peculiarity based and 

signature-based IDS however it needs an a great deal 

of assets and calculations [6].  

d. Cross layer IDS: Cross layer IDS basically will set 

up the different layer attacks and what is more breaks 
the standard layer oversees yet it's devoured the more 

vitality [7]. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 

In this section, describing the planned work of 

Network Traffic Analysis in Wireless Sensor 

Network using Wireshark. Network Sniffers are 

programs that catch low-level bundle data that is 

transmitted over a network[8]. Partner assaulter will 

investigate this information to get important data like 
client ids and passwords. Network sniffing is that the 

strategy for catching data bundles sent over a system. 

Sniffing are regularly used to;  

 

• Capture touchy data like login accreditations  

• Eavesdrop on visit messages  

• Capture records are transmitted over a 

system  

Sniffing the network using Wireshark 

Wireshark arrange investigation device at one 

time alluded to as Ethereal, catches bundles 

continuously and show them in comprehensible 

configuration. Wireshark incorporates channels, 

shading committal to composing, and elective 

alternatives that license you delve profound into 

system traffic and look at singular bundles. the most 

things to catching bundles, sifting them, and 

reviewing them and Wireshark to look at a suspicious 

program's system traffic, examine the traffic stream 

on your system, or investigate system issues.  

 

       Fig. 1 Block diagram of proposed work. 

Capturing Packets 

The Figure.2 demonstrated the important part of 

catching bundles consequently interfaces and 

moreover catches traffic on remote system so click 

on remote interface. Wireshark catches each bundle 
sent to or from your framework. 

 

   Fig. 2 Wireshark Network Analyzer WiFi Window. 

The wanton mode empowered of course and sees all 

the contrary bundles on the system instead of 

exclusively parcels routed to our system connector. to 

check whether unbridled mode is empowered, click 

Capture > decisions and confirm the "Empower 
indiscriminate mode on all interfaces" checkbox is 

initiated at extremely modest of this window is 

appeared in beneath fig.3  
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       Fig. 3 Capturing Packet. 

Snap the red "Stop" button near the most elevated left 

corner of the window once you wish to forestall 
catching traffic appeared in fig.4 Wireshark uses hues 

to detect the classifications of traffic at a look. As a 

matter of course, light purple is transmission control 

convention traffic, light-weight blue is UDP traffic, 

and dark recognizes parcels with mistakes. 

 

       Fig. 4. Capturing Traffic over WiFi 

 

 

Filtering Packets 

The most fundamental gratitude to apply a channel is 
by composing it into the channel box at the most 

elevated of the window and clicking Apply or 

squeezing Enteric appeared in fig .5 we can moreover 

snap Analyze > show Filters to pick a channel from 

among the default channels encased in Wireshark. 

From here, we can include our own custom channels 

and spare them to just access them inside the future 

and right-click a parcel and pick Follow > 

transmission control convention Stream at that point 

see the total TCP voice correspondence between the 

customer and server and furthermore click elective 

conventions in the Follow menu to learn the full 
discussions for different conventions is appeared in 

fig.6  

 

        Fig. 5. Filtering DNS Packet 

 

       Fig. 6. Filtering TCP Packet 
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Inspecting Packets 

Snap a parcel to choose it and burrow right down to 
peruse its subtleties and also right-click one among 

the important part and utilize the Apply as Filter 

various leveled menu to make a channel bolstered it 

appeared in fig7.Wireshark is utilized to redress 

arrange convention usage, look at security issues and 

inspect organize convention internals. Fig.7 

Inspecting Packets. 

Intrusion Detection at layer 

 

Wireshark won't manipulate things on the network, 

it'll solely “measure” things from it. Wireshark 

doesn’t send packets on the network or do alternative 

active things (except name resolution, however that 

may be disabled) 

The design of cross layer that works articulation and 

relationship of 3 neighboring layers within the OSI 
show i.e. system, raincoat and physical layers is 

planned. Fig.8 shows the flow chart of intrusion 

detection at every layer [9][11]. 

 Intrusion detection at network layer: Intrusion 
detection system is to see whether or not it's 

presence of the sending hub within the routing 

table. On the off likelihood that it's no betokens 

then lunch the persona non grata caution. The 

routing is procedure of separate the most effective 

manner within the system. The eq. (1) depicted as 

metric worth 

 

M=x1*H+(x2*stability+x3*load)/H         (1) 
            

Where, x1, x2, x3: weights of hop range, stability, 

traffic load 

          H: hop range 

         Stability=0.1* node+ Packet Count 

   Load=queue/total buffer 

Intrusion detection at MAC layer: to get the 

wellspring of the bundle that might be gotten by 

driving data. The main data utilizes the bounce 

consider metric. On the off probability that it's no 

betokens then lunch the persona non grata alert 

commonly go to the ensuing layer. A skip is one a 
player inside the way among supply and objective 

Routing data uses jump consider the measurement. 

 Hop Count = scope of Routers 
information from supply to goal 

 Intrusion detection at physical layer:  

he validity of contestant hub are checked by 

action its RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) 

worth. RSSI speaks to the entire got control. The got 

power Pr is delineated as in identical.  

Pr=Pt*(1/d)n                (1) 

Here, Pr - receiving power,  

 Pt - transmitted power,  

 d - Distance among sender and recipient hub            

 n - Transmission issue whose value relies upon 

the spread environment. 

 

Fig. 8 Flow chart of intrusion detection layers 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 Survey of intrusion detection is executed by 
using the network simulator NS2  

Creating of Sensor Network  

For making sensor arrange we are going to utilize 

Wi-Fi hub of NS-2 the reproduced model is built on 

fifty hubs then we will create sinks hubs that get data 

from sensor hub appeared in Fig.9 

 First could be a Base Station (BS) that is 

accustomed to making the bunch and winnows the 

Cluster Head (CH) which has most noteworthy 

vitality hold inside the group [10]. 
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The course of action of chains of hub relies 

upon directing information sent by all systems then 

all the system hubs can transmit and store up data to 

their CH through the chain of close to hubs, Then 

CHs are assume the liability of sending and got 

information on to the BS and utilize 2 famous 

steering conventions of different methodology - 

AODV. A scheming vitality hub we will apply 

vitality module of NS-2 on each hub that is lessening 

the undesirable hub so vitality are spared is appeared 
in Fig.10. 

 
 

Fig.9 Node Transmission 

 

 
 

Fig.10 attacker nodes are detected and   

prevented 

 

 

V. PERFORMENCE ANALYSIS 

Initially computed the number of entrant nodes 
detected throughout simulation progresses. Allow us 

to surmise that assailer nodes goal and assail 

indiscriminately network nodes when being in 

purposeless period. The Fig. 11 shows that result. 

 
Fig. 11 Number of detected intruder nodes v/s 

simulation time 

     

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper present idea of coming up with a security 

mechanism have to be compelled to think about the 

wireless sensing element network attacks at totally 

different layers. Anomaly-predicated IDSs are used 

for minute sized WSN however it will engender a lot 
of pretend alarm. Signature-predicated IDSs are used 

for relatively sizably voluminous-sized WSNs still 

it's some expenses like change and inserting inchoate 

signatures. The most objective is security, the 

planned cross layer intrusion detection system 

dedicated for WSNs. Our methodology is associate 

characteristic attack streams and understanding the 

character of network traffic are mentioned through 

the utilization of and their operation and contribution 

to fighting malicious network activity will be 

evaluated by Wireshark tool then discover and stop 
the attack by cross layer intrusion detection system.  
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